
Portfolio shorts
Short stories from projects I’ve worked on



Please note. The linear and brief nature of these  
presentations inevitably puts a skew on reality. I have tried my best to stay true to what 

happened but for brevity have removed some details.



Notebook

In this episode I’ll be showing you a project I worked on whilst at Mendeley



Mendeley helps academic researchers 
manage their references
An end to end workflow tool for researchers that lets 
them search for, find, read and reference academic 
research. Collaboratively and alone.



An assessment of customers use 
suggested the best way to improve 
engagement with the tool was to add 
note taking functionality
An engagement breadth and depth analysis done by 
the PM team at Mendeley and it showed that Mendeley 
was being used for one referencing workflow 
predominently.  

User research suggested the addition of a bespoke 
note taking tool would differentiate Mendeley and 
meet a core need that was not being met well 
elsewhere, boosting engagement with other parts of 
the Mendeley tool.



Who was on the team? 

UX & Research Lead 
Product manager 
Full stack developer (Part time)  



Process over 3 months 

User research  
Desk research  
Aligning the team 
Prototype development  
Testing  
Benchmarking



We surveyed, interviewed and spent 
time with 35 users over 8 weeks 
This helped us understand how people currently take 
notes, why and highlighted some real opportunities for 
us to create something truly useful for researchers.



Why do people think they take notes?

To capture insights from research, to 
understand and help with recall.

“I mainly use notes to keep ideas from literature” 

“I use word to capture thoughts on different topics that inform my research”  

“I don’t want to put topical dividing lines on my notes I like to organise my notes by how I am thinking about a topic at 
the time, the notes are important for me to remember”

Themes from user interviews:



Obscure phase Discovery phase Definition phase

I don’t know what I don't know. What has been done, What has not? Bringing it all together

Note taking lifecycle



1 2 3

Understanding
Building an accurate mental 
model of the worlds knowledge 
on a given subject

Synthesis
Retracing steps to communicate 
thinking behind conclusions 
made…

Connectedness
Disconnected workflow leads to 
duplicated effort, reliance on 
recall, difficulty sharing.

What problem are we trying to solve?

L



Hill 1

As a mid level researcher I want to 
understand existing research and 
its associations without relying on 
mental assembly.

Hill 2

As a mid level researcher I want to 
synthesise my understanding 
without relying on recall so that I 
can create documentation.

Hill 3

As a researcher I should be able to share my understanding with others or 
collaborate to build a common understanding.

User outcome oriented statements brought focus 
and alignment around what we were designing.

Framing the outcomes



Hill 1

As a mid level researcher I want to 
understand existing research and 
its associations without relying on 
mental assembly.

Hill 2

As a mid level researcher I want to 
synthesise my understanding 
without relying on recall so that I 
can create documentation.

Hill 3

As a researcher I should be able to share my understanding with others or 
collaborate to build a common understanding.

If we don’t get this right. The other things 
don’t matter. Let’s focus on this first.

Framing the outcomes



Post doc - town planning Lecturer - business management

How are people currently doing this?



How are people currently doing this?

Post doc - Cognitive science



Post doc - Genetics PHD - Neurology

How are people currently doing this?
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preparations are being investigated as a 
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Concentrations of antibodies against β-
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Chinese intravenous immunoglobulins.
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So what?
How did the solution we land on differentiate itself? Why?



Managing references 
automatically

Key differentiator #1

As you use Notebook and as you are taking notes on a 
specific paper references are automatically added to 
the bottom of your note.  

MASSIVE TIME SAVER.
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Link back to the 
source material

Key differentiator #2

You can quickly access the reading material you took 
the notes on from the note!  

It even takes you back to the point in the paper that 
you were referencing. 



Take notes across papers

Key differentiator #3

This one may not sound like much but we found in our 
research that most PDF readers didn’t allow for this!
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[2] Aortic stiffness linked to aneurisms by Akira Sekikawa - Corralative 

evidence suggests this could be something to investigate further 
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Key differentiator #4

Connect the research workflow
From taking notes on existing research to writing your own paper.



I got people to draw representations 
of how their reading and note taking 
led them to pick their research focus.

Through doing this and analysing how they spoke about it, there was a clear metaphor that came through.  

Note taking helps with putting the pieces of 
the puzzle together till you get the picture 
and can see where the gaps are.



1

2

3

Lay the pieces flat face up

Match sub groups

Connect the sub groups

Solving puzzles

This was purely for inspiration, but the 
above steps highlight the basic technique 
used by professional puzzle solvers to ‘put 
the pieces together’.
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Visualising tags with underlying notes

Key differentiator #5

Help me see what I 
currently can’t. Tag 
visualisation
This was an idea that needed more 
validation and more work to implement 
elegantly. However we saw this as a 
future opportunity that was well received 
when talking to our users.



The feedback from users using 
prototypes in user testing sessions 
was just astounding…*

“When can I get this tool?” 

“I would pay £30 a month for this” 

“Can I become an early user and use it when I start my post doc in a few months?”

*I built very functional prototypes using Framer, which gave the illusion of 
this being a working product.



An early iteration of this tool has been 
built and is in use
The first features that have been built are the ability to 
keep links back to source material from your notes. 
This has been very well received, time will tell if users 
transition over from their existing note taking tools.



That’s all folks 

Thanks for reading 

Taalib Minhas | Portfolio shorts


